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Abstract
This paper introduces the development of two Printed Inverted F Antennas (PIFA) to be integrated
in a patch worn on the back of human body. This study is part of SACHA project (Search And Computerize Human Acts) whose main aim is to design a tracking device for monitoring the elderly
suffering from Alzheimer disease. The first antenna frequency is 868 MHz and will be used to
communicate with a specific SIGFOX communication technology. A second frequency (1575.42
MHz) is used for GPS geolocation. The proposed development is a part of research in Human
Health Monitoring field, based on the monitoring of the behavior, the location and the position of
the patient, and could deeply help the medical team or family to instantly respond through a
warning generation.
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1. Introduction
Monitoring frail or dependent people is a real challenge in a nowadays-ageing world. The age remains among
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the main factors causing and facilitating the development of Alzheimer disease that affects 5% of persons aged
more than 65 years and 15% of those older than 85 years. Every year the situation becomes more and more severe as the recorded number of new cases of persons suffering from this dementia increases by 160,000 only in
France. This number was estimated at 860,000 in 2007 and according to the National Institute for Statistics and
Economic Studies, it could increase to 1.3 million before 2020. At the world level, 25 million persons suffer
from Alzheimer disease, of which 60% have troubles of orientation and wandering; this number could pass to 42
million in 2020 and 81 million in 2040 [1]. Among drawbacks of this pathology, fugues constitute a very serious
issue: be lost in streets and forget where we live end generally in a tragic way. So these dependent and fragile
people need a continuous assistance and monitoring. Instead of hospitalization or institutionalization, one proposed solution is to assist them 24 hours a day thanks to well-designed “smart” devices, which can monitor and
analyze patient activity. In this objective, the development of a geolocation system able to give the exact geographical coordinates of the person who carries it and able to send an alert is essential in case of fugues, dangers,
overtaking of a safety zone or other kind of unusual behaviors. These systems are generally based on the use of
GPS and exist in the form of watches, telephones and even shoes [2]-[5]. These devices even if they are
non-invasive require the patient to put it on and wear it without removing it throughout the day. This paper describes the development of two Printed Inverted F Antennas (PIFA) integrated in a tracking patch for elderly
monitoring. After an overview of the existing solutions for elderly monitoring in Section 2, the patch SACHA is
presented in the third section. Antennas are described in the fourth, fifth and sixth parts.

2. Overview of Systems Dedicated to Elderly Monitoring
The monitoring of elderly has known a surge of interest recently and new trends and recent developments in
communication technology and sensors have emerged. These developments have provided the opportunity to
design novel wired or wireless systems. These systems are able to monitor and classify the activities of elderly
as well as to detect dangerous situations such as falls or fugues in the case of Alzheimer disease. Among the
various devices we can distinguish four categories.

2.1. Smart Homes
These systems are based on the use of various sensors integrated in the residence of the monitored person to
follow his activities 24 h/24. Different kind of sensors can be used: cameras, infrared sensors, magnetic switches,
pressure sensors… Using cameras for instance allows distinguishing various activities: walking, cooking, eating,
etc and to notice the slightest change in the habits of the supervised person. This technique detects also dangerous situations such as falls which really threaten elderly life: this is performed for example by the calculation of
the speed of the head that witnesses a large movement during a fall [6] [7].

2.2. Wearable Systems
These devices are developed in the aim to be carried by the helped person anytime and anywhere. They exist in
different forms: bracelets, pendants, watches… The portability of this kind of systems involves several criteria
of conception that must deal with size, weight, shape, autonomy, simplicity, efficiency…
Wearable systems can be divided in three types according to the data treatment methods: data processor, data
logger and data forwarder [8].
Data processor category is characterized by the presence of a data processing unit that allows to bring back
information from sensors to different activities analysis and to detect anomalies.
The data loggers [9] have also the advantage to monitor various activities whatever the location of the helped
person. Here, if an abnormal event took place, it will be detectable only after the upload and treatment of collected data by a computer.
In data forwarders, a transmitter system is added using various technology of communication: RF, Bluetooth
Low Energy… for the transmission of information coming from sensors [10].

2.3. In Vivo Systems
These systems require a surgery to integrate them into the human body with the purpose of monitoring of some
physiological parameters such as blood pressure [11] or cardiac activities [12].
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Another type takes the form of a capsule or a pill that the patient can swallow for the monitoring of the medication adherence for example [13].

2.4. Heterogeneous Systems
This method aims to combine both Smart Home integrated systems and wearable systems to benefit from their
advantages and so to increase the efficiency of the whole system [14]-[16].

3. Patch SACHA
In the following, we introduce the patch SACHA, dedicated to the surveillance of elderly suffering from Alzheimer disease [17]. Our ambition is to develop a non-intrusive system in the form of an electronic patch to ensure falls detection and geolocation. The specific location of this device between the scapulae limits the
wrenching or forgetting to wear problem for people with advanced Alzheimer’s disease phases. The development of the patch SACHA is thought to be invisible and non-invasive in the elderly’s everyday life in order to
avoid any disturbances or discomfort. Our device is equipped with two antennas (868 MHz and GPS) whose design is described in this paper and a miniaturized printed coil for wireless charging. The patch SACHA is compact and can ensure a permanently functioning of 13 hours in fugues situations (activation of the GPS geolocation). Besides, the normal charging period is 3 days with a wireless charging time of 4 - 5 hours. The adoption of
this technique is due to our desire to ensure easy use of the patch in addition to a waterproof feature via a suitable packaging for continuous control even in the shower where the probability of an accidental fall is higher.
This smart device triggers alarms in the case of anomalies such as falls, detects fugues thanks to the integration of GPS geolocation function and communicates with SIGFOX network for data transfer [18] (Figure 1).
Designed to be stuck on the skin, the patch SACHA has several features that help to ensure a permanent control on the patient activities:
1) Falls detection: this function is ensured by the use of an accelerometer that measures the acceleration
components in the three space dimensions. Falls are detected by comparing them with predefined characteristic
thresholds.
2) Living area: this property is provided by a keep alive communication between the patch and a RF beacon
that determines a security perimeter whose exceeding is detected by the rupture of this link.

Figure 1. Patch SACHA principle.
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3) Geolocation: the tracking is activated in the case of fugues detected by the leaving of the safe zone in a
non-permitted period. This property requires the use of a specific receiver and an antenna to communicate with
GPS satellites.
4) Data transmission: the patch has the ability to communicate with SIGFOX stations to transmit data and
alarms.

4. Development of an ISM (Industrial Scientific and Medical) Printed Inverted F
Antenna
Printed Inverted F Antenna is characterized by a compact structure that provides an ease of integration into the
communication equipment. Its name comes from its shape that looks like an inverted F (Figure 2).
The power supply is placed between the ground plane and the radiating arm whose length must be equal to the
quarter of wavelength (L = λ/4) and shorted to the ground plane via a line H.
For frequencies of hundreds of megahertz, the radiating arm becomes more cumbersome: 8.64 cm for 868
MHz for example. In that case, there is a necessity to reduce the size of the integrated antennas: This can be
done by folding the radiating arm as a meanders shape [19]-[21] (Figure 3).
Another method is based on the addition of a capacitive or inductive load after the feeding point [22] (Figure
4).
Some research works can be referenced for the design and the development of printed inverted F antennas that
work in the 868 MHz ISM band [23]-[25] and GPS [26]-[28]. The IFA ground plane has an important role to
determine the efficiency of the antenna. It should be at least as high as the quarter of the wavelength (λ/4) and at

Figure 2. Inverted F antenna where the radiating arm is long of L, and separated from the ground plane by a line long of H.

Figure 3. PIFA miniaturization.

Figure 4. PIFA with a capacitive load.
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least as wide as the IFA length. Choosing smaller dimensions decrease the antenna performances. For our patch,
the miniaturization is a very important factor and the ground plan and antennas dimensions are chosen to be the
smallest possible to ensure both high integration and acceptable functioning.
The patch SACHA is equipped with a microcontroller, a GPS module, an accelerometer, a transceiver and
two antennas. The first antenna is used to communicate with the GPS satellites (1575.42 MHz) for the recovery
of the geographical coordinates of the person who carries the patch, and the second antenna has an operational
frequency of 868 MHz and ensures the communication with SIGFOX stations network. All these components
and functionalities have been integrated in the first prototype whose the size is 53.5 × 17 mm2. This small size
enables to place it directly on the human body as a discrete device to be rapidly forgotten by the patient (Figure
5).
As the frequency radio link is 868 MHz, the radiating arm of the PIFA must have a length of 8.64 cm. With
the criterion to reduce the size of the patch, the radiating arm was 5 times folded while spreading its rest at a
distance of 0.5 mm of the ground plan.
This antenna was designed on the top layer of a six layers PCB: used substrate is FR4 (Ɛr = 4.6), metal copper
thickness is 35 µm, and distance between layers is 120 µm.
Before the fabrication process of the patch PCB, a simulation of the proposed antenna was carried out. This
phase permits to validate the performances of the proposed design, to study the influence of the variation of
some parameters such as the ground plane, the meanders forms and the metal substrate types and thicknesses.
The RF software used for simulation is ADS (Advanced Design System).
As we can see from the Figure 6, the antenna is composed of a 0.25 mm width line to ensure a characteristic
impedance of 50 Ω. This line is extended up to the end of the antenna to avoid discontinuities of the track. Several simulations were carried out to reach the optimal performances.
Simulation results show a good reflection coefficient S11 = −40 dB with a bandwidth of 6.5 MHz and a gain
of −7 dBi (Figure 7).
The 3D and 2D plots of the normalized radiation pattern at 868 MHz are presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Figure 5. (a) Tracking patch glued to a user back; (b) Overview of the first prototype of the patch; (c)
Zoom on the ISM antenna.

Figure 6. PIFA momentum ADS simulation.
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Figure 7. ISM antenna S11 reflection coefficient.

Figure 8. ISM antenna 3D normalized radiation patter.

Figure 9. Normalized radiation pattern components Etheta and Ephi in E and H plane.
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For the 3D plot, the ISM antenna is included in the X-Y plane. The red color indicates intense radiation compared to the green parts: the radiation intensity is reduced in the plane of the FR4 substrate.
After this optimization phase, the functional validation of the antenna is powered through matching process
using a vector network analyzer (VNA) to obtain S11 reflection coefficient (Figure 10).
Measurement results allow to assume a quite good reflection coefficient S11 = −30.8 dB with a bandwidth of
15 MHz.
Tests in real case were carried out by choosing 56 points in different places around the Laboratory for Analysis and Architecture of Systems (LAAS-CNRS) in Toulouse, France (Figure 11). From each point 10 frames
were sent and compared to the total number of frames received by the different SIGFOX stations.
For this test, among 56 points, only three were not seen by the Sigfox network. For the other points, the RF
link is kept with different numbers of the received frames (Table 1).
As the tracking patch must present a good functioning in the case of falls in order to transmit properly the
alarm, another test was carried out to validate its ability to keep the connection with the Sigfox network even in
the worst case of falls represented by a fall on the back (Figure 12). In that case, the patch is located under the

Figure 10. S11 measurement.

Figure 11. Results of ISM PIFA tests for the 56 measuring points around the LAAS-CNRS. Given numbers correspond to
received signals compared to initially 10 sent frames. Green dots correspond to reception for a ratio of >50%, yellow dots to
occurrence between 10% and 40% and red dots are used when no signal has been received.
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Table 1. Reception quality.
Received frames

Total rate

0

5.35%

≤5

50%

>5

44.65%

Figure 12. RF link test in the case of a fall on the back.

human body and the antennas performances can be influenced by the human tissue besides the ground effect.
Unlike the previous tests, this one is based on the selection of a single point at which 10 frames were sent
from four different postures that represent the possible cases after a fall. Results are given in Table 2.
The Table 2 shows that the RF link with the Sigfox network ensured by the ISM 868 MHz antenna is kept in
the different falls postures. In the unfavorable case we lose only two frames among the ten sent (lying on the left
side). In the other cases including the fall on the back only a single frame is lost.
The results of these tests validate the performances of our patch and prove its ability to ensure a good control
even in the presence of the human body and the ground effect.

5. GPS Antenna Design
To obtain geolocation after fugue detection, we provide a GPS tracking powered through specific algorithm
linked with Sigfox radio keep alive communication.
The GPS antenna is also a PIFA whose performances have been validated by simulation using ADS software.
This tool allows studying the mutual influence and coupling of the two antennas in order to reach the best results.
A wireless charger system was also added to the patch to ensure an ease of use and waterproof characteristic
[29].
Figure 13 presents the design of the second version of the patch SACHA with ADS software taking into account all new PCB modifications and also the prototype of the tracking patch inserted in a plastic packaging to
ensure waterproof characteristic.
The packaged patch has a greater dimension compared to the first version described in this paper. This is due
to the integration of the wireless charging functionality that is not ensured in the previous patch. This new dimension of 5.8 × 2.6 cm2 still remains small and not disturbing when the patch is glued between the shoulder
blades.
The GPS antenna is characterized by a quite good reflection coefficient (Figure 14): simulated S22 = −44 dB
(BW = 25 MHz) and measured S22 = −20 dB (BW = 39 MHz).
This GPS antenna has a simulated gain of 0.56 dBi.
This antenna provides approximately the same plot of the radiation pattern as the ISM one as can be observed
on Figure 15. The radiation intensity is reduced at the substrate plane (Figure 16).
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Table 2. Second test results.
Position

Received frames

Lying on the back

9

Lying on the stomach

9

Lying on the right side

9

Lying on the left side

8

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. (a) ADS antennas design; (b) Patch SACHA with packaging.

6. Antennas Coupling: ISM PIFA Performance Shift
Taking into account GPS antenna proximity, ISM antenna S11 reflection coefficient was shifted. This result implied small modifications (length of the radiating arm and the distance between the shorted and feeding point) to
obtain the optimum performances and to validate the 868 MHz antenna design near the GPS one as presented in
Figure 17: simulated S11 = −42 dB (BW = 7 MHz) and measured S11 = −16 dB (BW = 16.2 MHz). The simulated gain is −7 dBi.

7. Conclusion and Future Works
This paper presents an optimized design PIFA at 868 MHz and GPS integrated in a tracking patch for persons
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Figure 14. Simulated and measured S22 of the GPS antenna.

Figure 15. 3D normalized radiation pattern of the GPS antenna.

Figure 16. Normalized radiation pattern components Etheta and Ephi in E and H plane.
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Figure 17. Simulated and measured S11 of the ISM antenna with the presence of the GPS PIFA.

affected by Alzheimer disease. In the proposed methodology design, the mutual influence and coupling are taken into account in the development. The developed patch highlights that antennas keep good performances when
they are tested in real life conditions and particularly when they are glued on the skin between the shoulder
blades. Finally we were able to develop a tracking device, with good integrated antennas: ISM S11 = −16 dB and
GPS S22 = −20 dB. These PIFA were designed using the patch PCB to reduce the total cost of the tracking system and ensure a high degree of integration.
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